The purpose of this paper to analyze the communication headmaster duties and functions of leadership in the religious character building of students.
.Standarisasi education management to provide Guarantees for the quality and innovation management madrasah religious character formation of students.
Msing respective educational unit has been set standards in the management of madrasah madrassa as a reference to develop aspects of academic and non-academic.
Namely the academic aspects of curriculum development and learning device and its implementation in non-academic learning and the development of a code of conduct, school rules as guidance and reference to be obeyed by all components of the madrasa.
Headmaster as leader has managerial and social competence, have the knowledge or insight in managing madrasah and better understand the situation and the condition of people madrasah in performing their duties and functions to develop academic and non-academic. Headmaster is one that directs the activities of others and take responsibility for the achievement of a goal (objective). Through these efforts, it is a successful leader are usually those who have three (3) basic skills, namely: technical skills (technical skills), interpersonal skills (human skills), and conceptual skills (conceptual skills). The process of interpretation of meaning to the data idiografik (idiographic interpretation) using the validity of data from interviews, observation, and documentation through data reduction, data presentation and verification of data to draw conclusions. This study describes the meaning of the data and facts based on the interpretation of the researchers in order to find the results as the research focus is the The number of students and number of classes,
No.
Number of Students / Classroom amount class X class XI class XII There is a character building relevance learners with madrassa religious programs, the implementation of religious education in mosques through communication pskologis headmaster is more directed to the application of affective and psikomorik approach supported by naturalistic educational settings. This will complement the curriculum gap with a religious character building in schools / madrasah. 30 Implementation of a religious character building will affect the commendable behavior of learners.
Behavior commendable learners is obedience to practice the prayers at the mosque, has a courteous attitude in the association of fellow learners, rasah respectful to teachers and educational staff, having an attitude of social awareness to help each other when in need, have an attitude of motivation to learn in the classroom and outside the classroom individual and collaborative learning, achievement in the academic field and has a multicultural ie regardless of differences of race, culture, status is social and economic fellow learners, fairness, creative, responsible, objective and inclusive attitude in an environment of multiculturalism.
C. Conclusion
Headmaster communicate with deputy headmaster, teachers implementing democratic approach to communication patterns, interactive, participatory and effective psychological communication programs and activities to realize the madrassa who excel in academic and non academic development for learners. Academic development in teaching and non-academic integrated in the development of worship, social activities of religious can form religious character pesrta students, having respect for the teachers, tanaga education, fellow learners, devout practice their religion, have social attitudes and communicate with polite and courteous in mewudkan religious cultures, inclusiveness and social attitudes of peace and harmony in the madrassa. 30 Abdul Mudjid, et.al, Pendidikan Karakter Perspektif Islam, ( Bandung; Remaja Rosda Karya, 2017) h. 153-154 
